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Preamble
The IEDC VAST TC conducted the webinar on “RESUME HACK” for all the students of VAST
TC. The program was coordinated by Mr Hareesh Kumar R, S8 ECE. Dr Muhammed Anshad P Y,
Nodal Officer, VAST TC was the convener of the program. There were a total of 150 active
Participants. Mr Udesh Udayakumar, Google Cloud Certified Professional Architect handled the
session. He is also a professional Resume Reviewer.
The course content delivered in the webinar is as follows:
The Speaker of the Session Mr Udesh Udayakumar presented the keynote address on
“Resume Hack”.
Day 1:
On the first day of the program, the speaker presented how to draft a resume from scratch,
the common mistakes that happen in drafting the resume, and how to solve those problems.
He also discussed a common standard structure of a Professional Resume. Some of the key
points discussed are:


No need for a Photo in a Resume



No need for a complete address



Must include contact email, phone.



Must include LinkedIn profile, GitHub profile(it has one), portfolio link etc



Objectives should be catching and strong minimal sentences.



Group the skills if you can.



Don’t include soft skills in the skills group.



Give importance to projects, include project details, links etc.



No need for declaration sentences or signature on the last.

 Later he discussed the difference between CV (Curriculum Vitae) and Resume.

Day 2:
On the second day of the program, the speaker did a Resume Review session, where he
reviewed 16 resumes collected from the students of our college. The Resume Review
session was so effective so that our students could understand very well the common
mistakes and standard practice of building a resume. Before the ending of the session, the
speaker screen shared his resume and discussed the same. It was so informative that we
could see a professional resume in front of us and understood a standard form of building a
professional resume.
Screenshot of Participant List:

Feedback Responses from the participants.
Also, the feedback about the session was collected from all the participants to improve the
sessions that will be conducted in the mere future.
Feedback Response Link

The objective of the webinar was achieved. The overall session discussion benefited the faculties
and students. This webinar would help the participants to conduct the classes effectively and also it
would help them to do their implementation in research work.
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